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DETAILED ACTION

Notice to Applicant

1 . The following is a non-final, first office action responsive to applicant's communication

of 2/4/04. Claims 1-19 are pending in this application and have been rejected below. Information

Disclosure Statement (IDS), filed 3/18/04, has been considered.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

2. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions

and requirements of ttiis title.

3. Claims 1-19 are directed to non-statutory subject matter because they fail to meet the

legal requirements of a 'process'. The first step in determining whether a claim recites patent

eligible subject matter is to determine whether the claim falls within one ofthe four statutory

categories of invention recited in 35 U.S.C. § 101: a process, machine, manufacture and

composition of matter. The latter three categories define "things" or "products," while a

"process" consists of a series of steps or acts to be performed. For the purposes of § 101, federal

case precedent has given a "process" a specialized, and limited meaning. Diamond v. Diehr, 450

U.S. 175, 184 (1981); Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 588 n.9 (1978); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409

U.S. 63, 70 (1972); Cochrane v. Deener, 94 U.S. 780,787-88 (1876). A § 101 process must

either (1) be tied to another statutory class (such as a particular apparatus) or (2) transform

underlying subject matter (such as an article or materials) to a different state or thing. If neither

ofthese requirements is met by the claim, the method is not a patent eligible process under §

101. Here, for example, claim 1 merely identifies, provides, administers, analyzes, adds,

establishes, and matches data. These process steps are not tied to another statutory class, nor is

there a transformation ofthe data pertinent to the claim. This logic also applies to claim 10 and

its dependencies. Thus, the methods of claims 1-19 are not patent eligible processes under § 101.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1-2, 4-12, and 14-19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Harvey, The Selection ofManagersfor Foreign Assignments: A Planning Perspective, The

Columbia Journal ofWorld Business, Winter 1996, pg. 102-12 in view of Mayer et al., U.S. Pat.

Pub. No. 2001/0034630 [hereinafter Mayer].

6. As per claim 1, Harvey teaches a method for selecting expatriate associates comprising:

identifying a plurality of associates who may be eligible for expatriate

assignments (pg. 105, Exhibit 1, Dynamic Selection Process for International Personnel, Stage 2,

Cluster Candidates); identifying a first set of candidates from said plurality of associates (id.,

Pool of Potential Candidates); administering assessments to said first set of candidates (id.. Stage

Three: Tactical Level, Selection of Candidates, Testing/Assessment); analyzing results for said

assessments to identify a second set of candidates from said first set of candidates (pg. Ill, "The

focus of [Stage Three] is the assessment of individual candidates to identify those who have

optimum personal skills and attributes to fiilfill the requirements ofthe position. This phase will

employ selection tools developed to identify qualified candidates."); adding said second set of

candidates to a group of candidates for said expatriate assignments (pg. 1 13, "Once the pool of
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'acceptable' candidates has been reduced, one additional dimension ofthe selection needs to be

undertaken. Each candidate must be tested and assessed relative to additional skills that would

increase the probability of success in his/her new international position. Two candidates may

have equally attractive backgrounds/attributes for the assignment; but, to effectively manage in

the future, what developmental activities will each candidate have to undertake before rising to

another level of responsibility in the organization. The candidate who will need the least

additional training might be preferred over the otherwise "equal" candidate."); establishing a

development plan for each candidate in said group of candidates (pg. 109, "More well-developed

international human resource programs will have a defined succession plan for most managerial

positions in the company's international operations."; see also pg. 105, Exhibit 1, Dynamic

Selection Process for International Personnel, Stage Three: Tactical Level, Selection of

Candidates, Stage of Family Life-Cycle/ Career Cycle; pg. 112, discussing the importance of the

family life-cycle in evaluating potential candidates for foreign assignment in terms of at least

cost and adaptation; see also pg. 113, "Candidates must be evaluated on their enthusiasm or the

intrinsic excitement of a new position overseas; but at the same time, the longrun relocation

package and career benefits offered to the candidate must also be assessed."); and matching at

least one candidate from said group of candidates with an assignment from said expatriate

assignments (pg. 105, Exhibit 1, Dynamic Selection Process for Intemational Personnel, Stage

Three: Tactical Level, Selection of Candidates, Selection).

Harvey does not explicitly teach providing each of said plurality of associates with

information regarding said expatriate assignments, which they have reviewed prior to their

identification as candidates. Mayer, in the analogous art ofmatching candidates to available job
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positions, teaches this functionality (Mayer, ]n[0077-78, 0067).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify Harvey to include

the teaching ofMayer because the claimed invention is merely a combination of old elements,

and in the combination each element merely would have performed the same function as it did

separately, and one of ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that the results ofthe

combination were predictable.

7. As per claim 2, Harvey teaches creating an assignment plan for said at

least one candidate (pg. 105, Exhibit 1, Dynamic Selection Process for International Personnel,

Stage One: Policy level. Corporate Goals, Position Requirements/Criteria).

8. As per claim 4 neither Harvey nor Mayer teaches wherein providing each of said plurality

of candidates with information regarding said expatriate assignments comprises providing each

of said candidates with a realistic job preview video. However, Official Notice is taken that

providing job preview videos was old and well known in the art ofjob recruiting at the time of

the invention. It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify Harvey in view ofMayer to include the teaching of Official Notice for the

benefit of providing the candidate with a more realistic and accurate depiction of the prospective

position and therefore increasing the chances ofprocuring truly interested and committed

candidates who will not drop out before completion ofthe assignment.

9. As per claim 5, neither Harvey nor Mayer explicitly teach wherein identifying a first set
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of candidates from said plurality of candidates comprises determining which candidates have

decided to not proceed. However, Official Notice is taken that dropout candidates and their

determination was old and well known in the art at the time ofthe invention. It would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify Harvey in

view ofMayer to include the teaching of Official Notice for the benefit of saving an organization

money by preventing the overseas assignment of an unwilling or unmotivated person.

10. As per claim 6, Harvey teaches wherein said assessments comprise motivational (pg. 105,

Exhibit 1, Dynamic Selection Process for International Personnel, Stage Three: Tactical Level,

Selection of Candidates, Motivational Career Path), behavioral {id., Interpersonal Skills, Stage of

Family Life-Cycle/Career Cycle), cultural {id.. Cultural Adaptability/Flexibility), and technical

{id.. Part Performance/Technical Competence, Leadership/Decision Making Style) assessments.

11. As per claim 7, Harvey does note explicitly teach wherein establishing development

plans for each candidate in said second said set of candidates comprises establishing

development plans according to gaps identified from said motivational, behavioral, cultural, and

technical assessments. However, in stage 3 of its selection process (Exhibit 1, pg. 11 1-113), the

method of Harvey determines these capability gaps identified from said motivational, behavioral,

cultural, and technical assessments by weeding out unqualified or unable candidates that fall

short of certain capabilities or characteristics. Furthermore, development plans for expatriate

assignment candidates are old and well known as taught by Harvey as discussed above in the

rejection of claim 1. Therefore, applying the known results of a gap analysis to a development
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plan would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to achieve a predictable result

and result in an improved system that provides candidates with a better chance at improvement

and success in the future by identifying the aspects of their capabilities that need the most

improvement.

12. As per claim 8, Harvey teaches wherein at least one of said assessments is a self-

assessment (pg. 112, discussing the administration ofpersonality and psychological standardized

tests to candidates to determine whether they are right for the position).

13. As per claim 9, Harvey teaches wherein analyzing results for said assessments to identify

a second set of candidates from said first set of candidates comprises preparing a candidate

selection summary report (Exhibits 4-5).

14. As per claim 10, the only difference between claim 1 and claim 10 is the reiteration of its

method steps to produce additional, third and fourth sets of candidates. However, mere

duplication of the parts of a method has no patentable significance unless new and unexpected

resuh is produced. In re Harza, 124 USPQ 378 (CCPA 1960). Claim 1 is rejected above by

Harvey in view of Mayer. Therefore, it would have been obvious to modify Harvey in view of

Mayer to include this feature to produce a predictable result and result in an improved system

that provides for a more rigorous selection process and thus improves the chances ofpicking the

right person for the assignment.
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15. Claims 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 recite limitations that stand rejected via the art

citations and rationale applied to claims 1, 2, 9, 6, 8, 1, and 4 respectively as discussed above.

16. As per claim 19, Harvey in view ofMayer teaches the method of claim 10 wherein

identifying a set of candidates comprises: providing each of a plurality of associates with

information regarding an expatriate assignment {see discussion supra \ 6); and determining

which associates have reviewed said information and withdrawn voluntarily from further

consideration {see discussion supra \ 9).
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17. Claims 3 and 13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Harvey

in view ofMayer, as applied to claims 1-2 above, further in view of Poe, Selection sawy: HR

should invest in the selection processfor expatriate assignments to prevent costlyfailures down

the road - Global HR - human resources, HR Magazine, April 2002, pg. 1-4.

18. As per claim 3, neither Harvey nor Mayer explicitly teaches completing arrangements to

assign and relocate said at least one candidate for said assignment. Poe teaches this in the

analogous art of expatriate selection processes (pg. 2, "In an effort to improve its success rate,

Kellogg devised a pilot program intended to identify the best candidates for international

assignments. The company asJced managers to select possible candidates; then, HR and senior

management reviewed the list and narrowed it down to 16 people. Those 16 people and their

spouses were given assessment tests that looked at their work styles, values and interests. A

comprehensive report on the findings was presented to the employees and their spouses,

highlighting potential risks and areas of concern. To 6sA.Q,four ofthe 16 candidates have been

placed on assignment abroad, and, Halvers on reports, "No negative issues have come up at all

with these people." (emphasis added)).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify Harvey in view of

Mayer to include the teaching ofPoe because the claimed invention is merely a combination of

old elements, and in the combination each element merely would have performed the same

function as it did separately, and one of ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that the

results of the combination were predictable.
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19. Claim 13 recites limitations that stand rejected via the art citations and rationale applied

to claim 3 as discussed above.
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JUSTIN M. PATS whose telephone number is (571)270-1363.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday, 8:00am - 5:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfiil, the examiner's

supervisor, Beth Boswell can be reached on 571-272-6737. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Elecfronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/JustinM Pats/

Examiner, Art Unit 3623

/Andre Boyce/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3623


